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Horn & Hardart Automat-Cafeteria Building  

(Photo Taken 1930)
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Meridian Investment Sales is pleased to present the

exclusive offering for 2710 Broadway – a distinctive New

York City Landmark for sale on the Upper West Side. Fully

occupied by three commercial tenants, the building presents

investors with an exceptional opportunity to acquire a

historic property generating significant cash flow. This three-

story, limestone-clad commercial building was constructed

in 1930 and features Art Deco style charm and character

indicative of the early 20th century. The property was

designated a New York City Landmark in 2007 given its

ornate facade detailing and storied history as the Horn &

Hardart Automat-Cafeteria Building.

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

PROPERTY OVERVIEW 2710 BROADWAY

Cross Street SE Corner of West 104th Street & Broadway

Market Upper West Side

Description Commercial Property

Block / Lot 1875 / 46

Year Built / Landmarked 1930 / 2007

Stories 3

Lot Area 4,876 SF

Lot Dimensions 70.58' x 69.08‘ (Built Full)

Above Grade + Penthouse SF 14,691 Gross SF

Lower Level (LL) SF 5,264 Gross SF

Total SF (Above Grade & LL) 19,955 Gross SF

Zoning / FAR R9A w/ C1-5 Overlay in Special EC-3 District

FAR Allowed / Built 2.83 / 7.52

Air Rights 21,977 SF

Total Buildable (SF) 36,668 SF

ASKING PRICE $23,750,000

Cap Rate 4.8%

IRREPLACEABLE LOCATION: The building is situated on the

southeast corner of Broadway and West 104th Street along the

Upper West Side’s prized commercial corridor.

LONG TERM TENANCY & STABLE CASH FLOW: Investors

benefit from long term leases to desirable tenants at strong

rental rates in one of the most vibrant commercial locales in

New York City.

EXCELLENT VISIBILITY: With over 70 feet of frontage along

Broadway and 69 feet of frontage along West 104th Street, the

building maintains a commanding corner presence.

HIGH FOOT TRAFFIC: An entrance to the 103rd Street subway

station is located directly in front of the building, adding to the

already significant foot traffic generated by the prestigious

commercial corridor.
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REAL ESTATE TAX SUMMARY

Tax Class 4

Tax Rate 10.514%

2018 / 2019 Assessed Value $2,033,218 

2018 / 2019 Taxes $213,773 

INCOME & EXPENSES

REVENUE TOTAL PSF*

Base Rental Revenue $1,288,450 $71.42

RE Tax Reimbursements $99,640 $5.52

GROSS REVENUE $1,388,090 $76.94

EXPENSES

Real Estate Taxes (18/19) $214,000 $11.86

Utilities (Common Area) $6,000 $0.33

Insurance $10,000 $0.55

Payroll $5,000 $0.28

Miscellaneous $12,000 $0.67

TOTAL EXPENSES $247,000 $13.69

NOI $1,141,090 $63.25

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SOUTHSIDE VIEW FROM BUILDING

See page 8 for square footage calculation used to calculate PSF metrics

GROSS REVENUE BREAKDOWN

CityMD $731,580

NY Language Center $206,000

Yoga To The People $245,870

Rooftop Penthouse Office $30,000

Vacant Lower Level $75,000

TOTAL GROSS REVENUE $1,288,450
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2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

CITYMD NY LANGUAGE CENTER YOGA TO THE PEOPLE

Floor Ground Second Third

Size (SF) 4,639 SF + 800 SF in Lower Level 4,626 SF 4,626 SF

Lease Start 8/1/2014 12/1/2016 3/1/2015

Lease Expiration 7/31/2034 11/30/2026 2/28/2025

Term 20 Years (3% inc.) 10 Years (3% inc.) 10 Years (4% inc.)

Monthly Rent $60,965 $17,167 $20,489

Annual Rent $731,580 $206,000 $245,868

Annual Rent PSF $145.18 $44.53 $53.15

Security Deposit $162,500 $90,000 $40,977

Base Tax Year 2014/2015 2015/2016 2014/2015

Base Amount $80,569 $102,017 $80,569

Tenant Share 34.0% 33.3% (Capped at $10,000 / Annual) 33.3%

Current Tax Reimbursements $45,289 $10,000 $44,357
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70.65’

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

Cap Rate Growth

ASSUMPTIONS:

• Actual rent increases applied for each tenant

(ranging from 3-4% annually)

• Real estate taxes and general operating

expenses grown at 3% per year

Gross Income By Tenant
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CITYMD
Founded in 2010, CityMD Urgent Care is open seven days a week

and offers a wide array of walk-in services ranging from injuries

and illness, physical exams, vaccinations, x-rays, pediatric care,

and rapid lab tests and screening. With over 100 locations

throughout the area accepting many different insurances, CityMD

has established itself as a top choice for healthcare needs.

NEW YORK LANGUAGE CENTER
New York Language Center is accredited by the Commission on

English Language Program Accreditation (CEA) and is certified as

an English Language School by the New York State Education

Department. Founded in 1985, the program provides high quality,

affordable English classes to international students in a

supportive and friendly atmosphere.

YOGA TO THE PEOPLE
Yoga to the People is a flourishing organization that offers free or

donation-funded yoga classes available to everyone. Offering a

diverse array of classes and retreats, the national chain currently

has nine locations and has garnered tremendous community

support given its efforts to provide an affordable option in an

industry which prices out many potential consumers. They have a

total of four locations throughout New York City.

70.65’

70.17’

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING TENANT HIGHLIGHTS

Photo Taken 1980

Photo Taken 2018
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This landmarked property has undergone a significant capital improvement plan over the past several years, resulting in a Class A commercial property.

Renovation highlights include:

 Brand new roof was installed at the cost of $250,000.

 Hot and cold water risers and brand new HVAC system were installed.

 CityMD, as per their lease obligation, is complying with exterior work on the landmark facade at the cost of $300,000. The expected completion

date is the third quarter of 2019.

 Every floor has been gut renovated to tenant specifications.

 Over $100,000 spent on restoring casement windows.

 Upon renovation the remainder of the basement can be rented.

70.65’

70.17’

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING REMARKS

Photo Taken 1980

IMPROVEMENTS

PROJECTIONS & ASSUMPTIONS
 CITYMD SQUARE FOOTAGE: CityMD occupies 4,639 SF above grade and 800 SF of lower level space. The rent per SF assumption takes the lower

level space as if it is 400 SF and is blended into the retail level space, thus totaling 5,039 SF. CityMD has renovated their basement space with

exam rooms, locker space and a staff kitchen.

 PENTHOUSE OFFICE: Approximately 750 SF with ceiling heights of 9 feet 5 inches. The roof deck is approximately 2,000 SF. The space was

previously dedicated to mechanicals which are no longer in use. The space has an entrance from West 104th Street as well as a separate means of

egress. This space combined with the actual roof deck could be a spectacular office with views up and down Broadway. The space does require

work and no plans have been filed by present ownership. This space is projected at a nominal rental of $40 psf.

 LOWER LEVEL VACANT SPACE: The remaining basement has an approximately 3,000 SF that can be renovated and rented as storage space. This

space is projected at a nominal rental of $25 psf.

 PRICE SQUARE FOOT CALCULATIONS: The PSF calculations of the building is calculated based on the following breakdown:

First Floor – CityMD 4,639 SF

Lower Level – CityMD 400 SF

Second Floor – Language Center 4,626 SF

Third Floor – Yoga to the People 4,626 SF

Penthouse Office – Vacant Space 750 SF

Lower Level – Vacant Space 3,000 SF

Total SF for PSF Calculations 18,041 SF



EXECUTIVE SUMMARYPROPERTY OVERVIEW

NEW YORK CITY LANDMARK

Designated by the Landmarks Preservation Committee as a New York
City Landmark in 2007, 2710 Broadway is a unique property of historical
importance. Horn & Hardart Co. acquired the leasehold interest of the
property in 1927, and subsequently constructed the design-built
automat-cafeteria which was completed in 1930 stylistically consistent
with the restaurant chain’s commercial image. The notable building
features glazed polychrome Art Deco style terra-cotta ornament on the
third story, executed in green, blue, tan and gold hues.

Horn & Hardart Automat-Cafeteria Building  

(Photo Taken 1942)
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2710 Broadway is located just to the south of Columbia University’s expanding Upper

West Side campus along one of Manhattan’s most active commercial corridors. The

three story building is fully occupied by three tenants: CityMD on the first floor, New

York Language Center on the second floor, and Yoga To The People on the third floor.

The building spans 14,691 gross square feet above grade, and contains an additional

5,264 gross square feet below grade which includes mechanical equipment and

tenant storage area for a total square footage of 19,955 SF.

The densely populated neighborhood is home to a diverse array of residents, including

students, young professionals, and families. With a subway station situated directly in

front of the building, there is constant foot traffic benefitting the highly visible

property.

As constructed, the property contains approximately 21,977 square feet of available

air rights. Given the Landmark status of the building, investors should speak with their

land use counsel to determine the feasibility of utilizing any additional floor area.

Investors have the future opportunity to either transfer or sell air rights and generate

significant revenue.

SQUARE FOOTAGE SUMMARY

FLOOR GROSS AREA RENTABLE AREA

Lower Level 5,264 SF 3,874 SF

Ground 4,639 SF 4,292 SF

Second 4,626 SF 4,001 SF

Third 4,626 SF 4,308 SF

Penthouse Office 800 SF 750 SF

ABOVE GRADE 14,691 SF 13,351 SF

TOTAL 19,955 SF 17,225 SF

46
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2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING PROPERTY OVERVIEW
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW

GROUND FLOOR | SUITE 1

4,639 GROSS SF / 4,292 NET SF

7/2034 LEASE EXPIRATION

2710 BROADWAY
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SECOND FLOOR | SUITE 2

4,626 GROSS SF / 4,001 NET SF

11/2026 LEASE EXPIRATION

PROPERTY OVERVIEW2710 BROADWAY
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THIRD FLOOR | SUITE 3

4,626 GROSS SF / 4,308 NET SF

2/2025 LEASE EXPIRATION

PROPERTY OVERVIEW2710 BROADWAY
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LOWER LEVEL | SUITE LL

5,264 GROSS SF / 3,874 NET SF

VACANT

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING PROPERTY OVERVIEW
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PROPERTY OVERVIEW

PROPERTIES
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2710 BROADWAY 

CENTRAL PARK

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING LOCATION OVERVIEW
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

SUBWAY TRANSPORTATION CENTRAL PARK

2710 BROADWAY
UPPER WEST SIDE, MANHATTAN

BOUTIQUE COMMERCIAL BUILDING LOCATION OVERVIEW

RIVERSIDE PARK



CONTACT INFORMATION

MERIDIAN INVESTMENT SALES
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IMPORTANT LEGAL DISCLAIMER

All information regarding a property for sale is from sources deemed reliable.  Meridian 

makes no representation as to the accuracy thereof, and such information is subject to 

errors, omissions, changes, or withdrawal without notice.  

Photos and/or drawings may not represent the real estate fully or complete.  Some or 

all of the renderings, floor plans and depictions of residences, buildings, facilities or 

improvements in these materials are illustrative and/or artists’ conceptual drawings 

and will vary from the actual plans, residences, buildings, facilities and improvements 

as built. The availability of certain options may be subject to construction status and 

schedule. 

Site plans, community maps, aerial photos, community photos and/or computer 

generated or enhanced depictions of communities (collectively “Illustrations”) may be 

posted on this site for illustration purposes only.  All site plans, community maps and 

computer generated or enhanced depictions shown are conceptual in nature and are 

merely an artist’s rendition, and may not accurately represent the actual condition of 

the item being represented.  All photos/videos shown depict the property as of the date 

taken.  All Illustrations are solely for illustrative purposes and should not be relied 

upon. 

Square footage numbers are approximate and may vary from the square footage as 

built.  Hardscape, landscape, and other items shown may be decorator suggestions 

that are not included in the purchase price and availability may vary. 

Past, present, future or proposed roads, easements, land uses, conditions, plat maps, 

lot sizes or layouts, zoning, utilities, drainage, land conditions, or development of any 

type whatsoever, whether reflected on the illustrations, or whether inside or outside the 

boundaries of the illustrations, may not be shown or may be incomplete or inaccurate. 

The present, future or proposed roads, easements, land uses, conditions, plat maps, lot 

sizes or layouts, zoning, drainage, land conditions, or development of any type may or 

may not change in the future.  It is not uncommon that any of the foregoing can change 

without notice to you.  

Meridian reserves the right to make changes to any of the foregoing at any time, 

without notice.

IMPORTANT LEGAL DISCLAIMER

All information regarding a property for sale is from sources deemed reliable.  

Meridian makes no representation as to the accuracy thereof, and such information 

is subject to errors, omissions, changes, or withdrawal without notice.  

Photos and/or drawings may not represent the real estate fully or complete.  Some 

or all of the renderings, floor plans and depictions of residences, buildings, facilities 

or improvements in these materials are illustrative and/or artists’ conceptual 

drawings and will vary from the actual plans, residences, buildings, facilities and 

improvements as built. The availability of certain options may be subject to 

construction status and schedule. 

Site plans, community maps, aerial photos, community photos and/or computer 

generated or enhanced depictions of communities (collectively “Illustrations”) may 

be posted on this site for illustration purposes only.  All site plans, community maps 

and computer generated or enhanced depictions shown are conceptual in nature 

and are merely an artist’s rendition, and may not accurately represent the actual 

condition of the item being represented.  All photos/videos shown depict the 

property as of the date taken.  All Illustrations are solely for illustrative purposes and 

should not be relied upon. 

Square footage numbers are approximate and may vary from the square footage as 

built.  Hardscape, landscape, and other items shown may be decorator suggestions 

that are not included in the purchase price and availability may vary. 

Past, present, future or proposed roads, easements, land uses, conditions, plat 

maps, lot sizes or layouts, zoning, utilities, drainage, land conditions, or development 

of any type whatsoever, whether reflected on the illustrations, or whether inside or 

outside the boundaries of the illustrations, may not be shown or may be incomplete 

or inaccurate. 

The present, future or proposed roads, easements, land uses, conditions, plat maps, 

lot sizes or layouts, zoning, drainage, land conditions, or development of any type 

may or may not change in the future.  It is not uncommon that any of the foregoing 

can change without notice to you.  

Meridian reserves the right to make changes to any of the foregoing at any time, 

without notice.

ASKING PRICE: $23,750,000

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT EXCLUSIVE BROKERS:

AMIT DOSHI
SENIOR MANAGING DIRECTOR

212.468.5959

ADoshi@meridiancapital.com

SHALLINI B. MEHRA
MANAGING DIRECTOR

212.468.5958

SMehra@meridiancapital.com
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